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Stem Discharge

The streamer corona trajectories may undergo an abrupt transformation 
into concept of “ stem discharge ” , which precedes leader

A large number of streamer channels begin in a quick succession, 
causing high density of current in the region in front of the tip of the 
electrode. 

In the next stage of discharge development, this may lead to excessive 
heating, and thus thermal ionization in the immediate vicinity of the 
electrode

A sudden “ constriction ” phenomenon of the streamer trajectories takes 
place when the voltage is increased. With constriction, substantially 
brighter than the streamer corona, a single “ stem ” - like discharge 
appears at the electrode



Stem Discharge
This may be a single or 
multiple branch trajectory 
discharge, depending 
upon the electrode 
configuration

This type of a highly 
conductive channel is known 
as “ stem ” or “ stembunch ” , 
and “ Stielbüschel ” 
discharge in German, a 
terminology



Stem Discharge

The lengths of stem steps 
measured in this study generally 
varied from 5 to 15 mm. Longer 
steps were rarely observed, but 
they could acquire lengths up to 
40 mm.



Stem Discharge

For gap lengths smaller than 18 
cm, the stepped structure of the 
stem discharge has been
reported to be obscure



Leader
When the stem-bunch discharge becomes stronger, it develops into a 
narrow and intensively brighter channel known as “ leader ”

The leader channel is accompanied with a less bright, diffused, 
voluminous conical shower like streamer corona at its tip

After a passage traced by leader the luminosity of the filaments of 
streamer corona falls

The main leader channel follows the tortuous path traced out by the 
streamer corona, ahead of the leader channel

As these fine streamers of leader corona approach the cathode, they 
converge into a less number of thicker channels



Leader

On bridging the gap between 
the two electrodes, the initial 
narrow channel towards the 
anode is re - illuminated by the 
main conduction current

This flow of current through the 
leader channel neutralizes the 
space charges that
had developed in the gap during 
the growth of the corona.



Leader



Leader



Statistical Time-Lag

PB Process initiates after a time - delay. During this delay electron space 
charges are generated at suitable locations. This is known as “ statistical 
time - lag ”

This is the reason that, if the time to reach the crest of the applied voltage 
is very short (of the order of 1 µs, as in the case of a lightning impulse) 
the PB with stable leader is not able to develop in the gap.

A longer time to reach the crest of the applied voltage is therefore 
needed to produce a stable leader corona.

A leader formation alone is not sufficient criterion for spark breakdown. Its
growth over a wide range of voltage may terminate spontaneously. Only 
on approaching sufficiently close to the opposite electrode, its velocity 
and discharge current increase appreciably and spark breakdown occurs



Positive Leader Corona

On applying a positive impulse voltage on the rod - plane air gap, first a 
dense, filamentary streamer corona discharge occurs

This phenomenon is described as the “ first corona ” or the “ corona burst ” 

Time resolved photograph of arrested 

breakdown in 200 cm positive rod - earthed 

plane gap, on applying 1 MV 0.5/2000 µ s 

impulse.



Positive Leader Corona

Positive leader commenced to propagate after an average delay of 0.4µs, 
that is, when the “ first corona ” had already extended to about 40% of the 
gap distance

A uniform velocity of 200 cm/ µs for the propagation of first corona was 
measured” 

The initial velocity of propagation of the stable leader channel was 
recorded as approximately 20 cm/ µs

If the flashover failed to occur, these leader channels terminated nearly at 
this distance.

In case the leader succeeded in progressing further, a gradual acceleration 
in its propagation velocity developed and breakdown was assured



Positive Leader Corona

When a leader length developed to about 50% of the gap distance, it had 
a discontinuous stepped structure. Beyond this length it underwent
a sudden increase in velocity, losing the stepped structure

No leader channel development originating at the cathode was recorded in 
this case

Leader channel is always formed by high current density in one of the first 
(streamer) corona filaments

In case the discharge is chopped before completion, the track established 
by the leader undergoes a rapid increase in brightness, much stronger 
than that produced during the leader growth itself

This is known as a “ return stroke ” , which has a very high velocity as well, 
beyond the limits of measurements. This phenomenon is also described as 
“ re - illumination ” or “ re - strike ”



Negative Leader Corona

For asymmetric electrode configurations in extremely non-uniform fields 
the breakdown voltage with negative polarity is much higher compared to 
positive.

This is the main reason that one finds a very limited number of 
investigations reported in the literature for negative leader

While investigating the transition process between the first - corona and 
the subsequent leader formation with the help of streak camera 
photography, it revealed that in the case of negative polarity voltage, it is 
not so distinct as in the case of positive polarity



Negative Leader Corona

One may distinguish three types of 
leader channels formed with 
negative polarity voltage before the 
final breakdown:

• “ Negative Leader ” , which develops 
from the cathode toward anode

• “ Positive leader ” , from a weak point 
on the anode toward the cathode just
before the final stage of breakdown

• “ Space Leader ” (in gap lengths above 
1 m), which incepts somewhere
in the gap and propagates toward both 
the electrodes, irrespective of any
affinity. The space leader causes an 
extension of the negative leader by
re - illumination.



Space Leader

After the first corona occurrence, an “ ionized zone ” , having a bright 
luminous nucleus at the tip originates at any suitable location in the gap. 
This is described as “ space stem ” discharge

It appears to be like a “ bi - directional ” corona on a fictitious electrode

The “ space leader ” generally originates and elongates from a space stem



Dart Leader



Dart Leader



Return Stroke



Important Conclusions

Leader velocity during its continuous propagation depends to a great 
extent upon the gap length

The direction of propagation is highly random and formed typically in 
steps. However, values of about 10 cm/ µs may be accepted with 
reasonable approximately as average propagation velocity of leader for 
50% breakdown voltage level (Ub - 50 ), independent of the gap distance

There is a clear evidence of the dependence of the velocity of negative 
leader propagation upon the voltage characteristics.

On increasing the mean rate of rise of the applied voltage, the average 
leader velocity increases. The average conduction current also 
increases with the voltage slope, having the same trend as the velocity.



Important Conclusions

The mean axial potential gradient in a stable positive leader is estimated 
to be higher than 1 kV/cm.

For negative leader, report estimates the mean potential gradient of 2 to 3 
kV/cm,

Unlike the hissing and flutter sounds produced by star and streamer 
corona respectively, the leader corona produces loud cracking audible 
noise (AN).

It also quite intensively generates ozone





Effects of Partial Breakdown or Corona in 
Atmospheric Air
The most common types of man - made PB in air are star and streamer 
coronas.

It is very important to know the physical and chemical implications of 
corona on environment, technology and human beings.

1. Audible noise

2. Visual corona

3. Radio Interference ” (RI) & “ Television Interference ”(TVI), 
lately described as Electromagnetic Interference (EMI

4. Chemical Decomposition of Air

5. Ozone Formation

6. Damage due to corona at the leaf tips of some Douglas trees lying
rather close (up to 18 m from the 1200 kV line) has been observed

7. Barley plants grown near the 1200 kV line in the area having mean
field intensity of about 7 kV/m were slightly taller and produced more
straw compared to normal plants but grew smaller leaves



Effects of Partial Breakdown or Corona in 
Atmospheric Air

8. Cattle grazing under the line momentarily responded to audible noise
when the 1200 kV line was energized. Later when they became used
to it, they did not show any aversion to grazing or moving beneath the
line

9. No Statistically significant difference in the amount of honey and wax 
produced by honeybees in colonies located beneath and away from 
the 1200 kV line was recorded

10. HUMAN BEINGS: There is an increasing concern about potential 
adverse effects of exposure to electric and magnetic fields at extremely 
low frequencies. Some investigators have reported that such exposure 
may suppress secretion of melatonin, a hormone connected with 
human’s day – night rhythms



Electric Arc
“Arched column of horizontal electrical discharge in air between two
charcoal electrodes ” as told by Davy first is called as an ELECTRIC ARC

An electric arc, or arc discharge, is an electrical breakdown of a gas
that produces an ongoing plasma discharge, resulting from a current
through normally nonconductive media such as air

An electric arc is the form of
electric discharge with the
highest current density. The
maximum current through an arc
is limited only by the external
circuit, not by the arc itself.



Electric Arc
The voltage across an arc decreases as the current increases, giving it a 
dynamic negative resistance characteristic.

Where a sustained arc is required, this characteristic requires some
external circuit element to stabilize current, which would otherwise
increase bounded only by the supply limit.

An arc between two
electrodes can be initiated
by ionization and glow
discharge, as the current
through the electrodes is
increased.



Electric Arc
When an arc starts, its terminal voltage is much less than a glow
discharge, and current is higher. An arc in gases near atmospheric
pressure is characterized by visible light emission, high current density,
and high temperature.

A drawn arc can be initiated
by two electrodes initially in
contact and drawn apart;
this can initiate an arc
without the high-voltage
glow discharge.

This is the way a welder
starts to weld a joint,
momentarily touching the
welding electrode against
the work-piece then
withdrawing it till a stable
arc is formed.

separation of electrical contacts in switches, 

relays and circuit breakers, in high-energy 

circuits arc suppression may be required to 

prevent damage to contacts.



Resistance of Electric Arc
Electrical resistance along the 
continuous electric arc creates 
heat, which ionizes more gas 
molecules (where degree of 
ionization is determined by 
temperature), and as per this 
sequence: solid-liquid-gas-
plasma; the gas is gradually 
turned into a thermal plasma.

Current in the arc is sustained by thermionic emission and field emission 
of electrons at the cathode.

The current may be concentrated in a very small hot spot on the cathode; 
current densities on the order of one million amperes per square 
centimetre can be found. 



Electric Arc at AC / DC
A low-frequency (less than 
100 Hz) alternating current arc 
resembles a direct current arc; 
on each cycle, the arc is 
initiated by breakdown, and the 
electrodes interchange roles as 
anode and cathode as current 
reverses. 

As the frequency of the current increases, there is not enough time for all 
ionization to disperse on each half cycle and the breakdown is no longer 
needed to sustain the arc; the voltage vs current characteristic becomes 
more nearly ohmic.

An electric arc has a non-linear relationship between current and voltage. 
Once the arc is established (either by progression from a glow discharge 
or by momentarily touching the electrodes then separating them), 
increased current results in a lower voltage between the arc terminals.



Undesired Arcing
Undesired or unintended electric arcing can have detrimental effects on
electric power transmission, distribution systems and electronic equipment.
Devices which may cause arcing include switches, circuit breakers, relay
contacts, fuses and poor cable terminations.

When an inductive circuit is switched off the current cannot 
instantaneously jump to zero; a transient arc will be formed across the 
separating contacts. 

Switching devices susceptible to arcing are normally designed to contain 
and extinguish an arc, and snubber circuits can supply a path for transient 
currents, preventing arcing.



Types of Arcs in Power System

Three types of electrical arc discharges, which commonly occur in 
electrical power system

1. free burning arc column in air, a breakdown in very long air gaps, 
for example, “ lightning discharge ”

2. arc columns in air affected by electrode plasma jet phenomenon 
in relatively smaller electrode gap distances, for example, spark 
over on insulator strings, bushings and isolators in air.

3. arc columns produced due to high short circuit currents in power 
systems, for example, “ high current arcs ” in circuit breakers.



V-I Characteristics of Arc

This curve can be divided into the following three main regions on 

the basis of accompanied current in arc:

A: below 0.1 A

B: 0.1 to 100 A

C: above 100 A



V-I Characteristics: Region A
Region A represents the electrical 
spark breakdown or the flashover 
with an unstable leader turning 
into an arc column

Breakdown with LI voltage is a 
typical example for this region

Increasing power input, for example, with AC , DC or SI voltages may 
gradually raise the gas temperature at particular locations in the stable 
PB or corona process, which precede the spark breakdown

The breakdown is ultimately accomplished with an unstable leader 
followed by an arc column

The potential gradient across the discharge column in this region are 
relatively high since it involves very low magnitudes of currents.



V-I Characteristics: Region B
Above the current magnitude of 
about 0.1 A (region B), the normal 
“ negative ” or “ fall ” characteristic 
of the arc discharge begins, lasting 
almost up to 100 A

Cross sectional area of the arc 
column increases with increasing 
current, resulting in an increase in 
its temperature

The increase in arc column temperature aggravates thermal ionization, 
producing more charged particles, electrons and ions, resulting in higher 
electrical conductivity of the gas, and thus lower potential gradient across 
it.



V-I Characteristics: Region B
Assuming a uniform distribution of 
the gas temperature and also the 
ion density over the total cross 
sectional area of an arc, and 
neglecting the current caused
by the movement of ions, the 
following equation relating arc 
current density (J) and the 
potential gradient (E) is obtained

r is the radius of the arc column in cm
v is the velocity of electrons in  cm/s
N is the number of electrons per cm3

q is the electron charge in Coulombs/cm2

ke is the movability of electrons in [cm/s / V/cm]

Since N and ke are dependent upon 

the gas temperature (T)



V-I Characteristics: Region C
The current range above 100 A in 
region C invokes a number of new 
features

As the current is increased, the so 
called “ plasma jets ” and self
generated gas blasts created by 
these jets are associated with the 
anode and cathode extending into 
the arc column for distances up to 
five to six mm

In order to obtain true characteristics of arc in this current range, 
experiments must be performed on longer gaps (a few cm to m) to be 
able to safely assume the plasma jet mechanism to have confined 
integrally within the electrodes.



V-I Characteristics: Region C
Because of the electrode effect, a 
definite positive characteristic 
results in the higher current region

If the gap length is increased, a 
contraction in the column in 
electrode region is affected

This is the gap length region in which circuit breakers operate, breaking 
very high short circuit currents in kA range

A fairly constant voltage gradient is measured on a 30 cm gap within a
current range of 100 to 1000 A as shown in Figure

This indicates that for very long arcs in air, the value of 10 V/cm can be 
accepted from 100 to 10,000 A current range.



Dynamic V-I Characteristics (AC Supply)

In cases in which the voltage applied is not steady state but changing 
with time, the magnitude of current and hence the plasma characteristics 
of an arc depend upon the instantaneous voltage.

This characteristic of arc is accompanied with a time lag, known as 
“ thermal time constant ”

Hence the arc can be considered to offer constant resistance during this 
time period.

An extremely rapid changing current (due to transient voltage) through 
the arc is not able to appreciably affect its temperature within a short 
time.



Arc Discharge fed with Power frequency 
source in free Air

When the applied voltage passes through its natural zero, the voltage
and, therefore, the current through the arc changes quite rapidly as the 
rate of change of applied voltage is very high in this region

Near the peak of the applied voltage, where the rate of its change is 
slow, the voltage and the current in the arc also do not change much 
with time



Arc Discharge fed with Power frequency 
source in free Air

The area of cross section of the arc column changes in synch with the 
instantaneous values of the current

When the current approaches zero, the arc column becomes very thin 
and it even extinguishes completely for a very short duration (of the 
order of a few µs)

It reignites as the voltage and hence the current increases



Arc Discharge fed with Power frequency 
source in free Air

Since there is a thermal time constant of arc column, a hysteresis loop 
is measured in such V - I characteristics



Re-striking

Each restrike of the arc generates “ Very Fast Transient Overvoltage ”  
(VFTO) having different levels of magnitude, of the order of up to 3.0 
p.u.

The rise time of VFTO can be as small as 10 ns,

Restrikes of arc are caused in turn by the rapidly changing transient 
over - voltages, the arcs thus formed can be considered to offer constant 
resistance during the operation period of the switch

In Gas Insulated Systems (GIS) and in vacuum circuit breakers, up to a 
few tens of restrikes of current may take place in a single switching 
operation. This happens because the arc is not quenched and it 
restrikes several times before the final interruption of the current in 
these disconnector switches

The time interval between the restrikes increases with increasing contact 
gap distance while opening



Extinction of ARC

An arc in the free air is affected by the 
• Wind: its speed and direction
• Dispersion of heat
• Magnetic forces developed due to its own current

These forces are developed by design so that a minimum magnetic 
induction force is required to drift the arc away from its feeding point

An arc in free air caused by a transient over voltage in the power system is 
extinguished when the over voltage passes away in the form of a travelling 
wave.

Rush cooling of arc column and high rate of rise of dielectric strength of 
the space between the electrodes in arc extinction chambers of circuit 
breakers is achieved by injecting fresh air, gas or oil



Extinction of ARC
Different Methods



Today’s Text Covered up till Chapter 3 (Article 

3.4.3 ) excluded Page 134 to 159 of IEEE Press 

Book  (Ravindra Book)


